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The application of lithium as a self-recovery and renewable material of plasma facing components (PFC)
can be used to solve steady state fusion reactor PFC problems. This paper is a survey of liquid Li use in
current tokamaks. Liquid Li as tokamak limiter material has been tested in T-11 M tokamak (TRINITI,
RF), in FTU (Italy) and in CDX-U (USA). The idea of T-11 M and FTU liquid Li limiters is based on the Cap-
illary–Pore System (CPS) concept. The main feature of CDX-U toroidal limiter was free liquid Li surface.
The crucial issue of tokamak is impurity contamination. Lithium experiments in tokamaks discovered
that poor lithium penetration into hot plasma core from its periphery (lithium screening) and the devel-
opment close to plasma boundary lithium non-coronal irradiative blanket. Lithium screening can be
physical ground of lithium ‘emitter–collector’ limiter concept with irradiated blanket and PFC prevention
from a high local power load up to level of ITER parameters.

� 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction Obviously, PFC temperature of tokamak- reactor should be
1.1. Lithium as a new paradigm of fusion reactor PFC

The main demand of practical nuclear power engineering to
magnetic fusion is ability of steady state neutron production. These
neutrons can be used as for instance in the traditional DT-fusion
reactor scheme with water boiling by 14 MeV neutrons, or in
scheme of fuel breeding ([1] for example) or as transmutators of
actinides–fission nuclear waste. For the last two purposes DT-toka-
mak reactor will be enough without burning and high neutron
loads (more 2 MW/m2), but a steady state volumetric 14 MeV-
neutron source with neutron loads only equal to 0.3–0.5 MW/m2.
However, the current tokamaks cannot be used for steady state
operation. Hydrogen isotopes retention and collection of dust, as
a result of PFC erosion, should finally interrupt the plasma exis-
tence. The steady state tokamak TRIAM with full high Z (Mo + SS)
PFC clearly demonstrated the long-term tokamak problems [2]. It
terminated after every 5 h of operation. Obviously, the problem
of dust accumulation should be solved in power DT-reactor. One
of the solutions can be using of lithium as material for steady state
tokamak PFC.

The lithium properties: a low melting point (180 �C), a high
evaporation temperature (1343 �C, P = 1 atm.), low Z = 3, a large
gap between the first (5.4 eV) and the second (76 eV) ionization
potentials allows the application of lithium as a self-recovery and
renewable PFC material.
Elsevier B.V.
more than 180 �C and lithium as PFC material should be liquid. Li-
quid lithium splashing and tritium retention are the traditional
arguments against the liquid lithium use in tokamaks. However,
several experiments which were performed in Russia (tokamak
T-11 M [3]), USA [4] and Japan [5] showed that the trapped hydro-
gen isotopes can be removed from the lithium target by heating
only up to 400–500 �C.

To prevent splashing the interruption of electrical current loops
induced in liquid metal should be used. It can be droplets stream
development [6], or electrical isolation of PFC liquid lithium sur-
faces. The most progressive method of splashing prevention was
the proposal of lithium filled porous metals (Mo, SS or W) using
the so-called capillary porous system (CPS, Evtikhin et al. [7–
11]). This system was successfully tested in tokamaks T-11 M
and in FTU (FEC1998–2006) as lithium limiters.

The successful experiment with electrical break (isolation) of
liquid lithium surfaces used as tokamak limiter (‘liquid lithium
try limiter’ [12,13]) was performed in CDX-U (2004).

These and early TFTR [14] (1996) experiments showed that lith-
ium can be successfully used as tokamak PFC material (‘lithium
tokamaks’). The lithium coated tokamak vessel wall (lithiation)
permits to obtain better plasma features (plasma confinement,
purity, density limit) as compared with boronization. The optical
spectral lines of high Z and low Z impurities practically disappear
from plasma radiation after tokamak lithiation.

An important consequence of the tokamak and stellarator lith-
iation, is a suppression of hydrogen recycling. The hydrogen
recycling coefficient R dropped after tokamak lithiation almost
from 1 to 0.3.
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Table 1
Main parameters of tokamaks with liquid lithium PFC.

TOKAMAKS T-11 M CDXU FTU

R/a [cm/cm]k = b/a 70/20, k = 1 34/22, k = 1.6 93/30, k = 1
BT (T) 1 0.2 6-8
Jp (kA) 100 <80 500–800
Dt (ms) 250 <25 1500
hnei (1019 m�3) 4 1 5–20
Te (eV) 400 100 2000
Kind of Li limiter CPS Free Li surface CPS
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The crucial issue of ‘lithium tokamaks’ is lithium contamination
of plasma center. The main surprise of all lithium experiments was
the poor lithium penetration to the hot core from plasma periphery
(lithium screening). The effective ion charge in plasma center-
Zeff(0) which had been equal to 2 or higher (TFTR, T-11M, FTU,
CDX-U, NSTX) dropped down to 1 after lithiaton. The mechanism
of lithium screening is not fully clear.

The lithium screening effect can serve as a basis of the new par-
adigm of tokamak PFC material. It can be explained by a simple
example of two lithium connected limiters (Fig. 1). One hotter lith-
ium limiter is positioned in deep plasma SOL (scrape-of-layer) and
works mainly as a lithium emitter. The second limiter is located in
shadow of the first one and works mainly as a collector of the lith-
ium diffused out SOL to chamber wall (‘emitter–collector’ model
[15]). Lithium entering the plasma can produce close to the hot
plasma boundary the non-coronal irradiated lithium blanket which
will smooth the main plasma energy outflow by non-coronal lith-
ium radiation at the all tokamak first wall and thus will protect it
and a divertor from too high local power loads typical for tokam-
aks. Lithium collected by the second limiter can be turned again
into emitter limiter and close the lithium loop in plasma boundary
region.

In principle the ‘helium ash’ can be extracted from the plasma
boundary and pumped out of the reactor chamber by the use of dif-
ferent retention properties of helium and hydrogen isotopes in
lithium. It can in result a complete scheme of steady state ‘lithium
tokamak’ with helium extraction.

The most serious technological problems, which historically
stood in the way of active Li application in tokamak were:

1) liquid metal splashing under the JxB forces during MHD
instabilities and disruptions,

2) problem of heat removal from lithium and prevention of its
evaporation under heat load,

3) possible anomalous lithium erosion as a result of plasma–
liquid lithium interaction,

4) problem of tritium removal from lithium.

Some solutions of these problems were found in current toka-
mak experiments with lithium limiters. Their short survey is pre-
sented in this paper. In Section 2 main conditions of liquid
lithium limiter experiments in current tokamak are presented.
The principal experimental features of plasma interaction with
lithium are described in Section 3, one idea of liquid lithium use
in ITER is proposed in Section 4 and main conclusions are summa-
rized in Section 5.
Fig. 1. [24]. The principal scheme of steady state tokamak with lithium emitter–
collector limiter.
2. Experimental basis of liquid lithium experiments in
tokamaks

Three tokamaks with liquid lithium PFC (limiters) operated suc-
cessfully during the last 10 years. These were: T-11M (TRINITI,
Russia), CDX-U (PPPL, USA) and FTU (ENEA, Italy). Their main
parameters are listed in Table 1. The idea of T-11M and FTU liquid
Li limiters was based on the Capillary–Pore System (CPS) concept.
The scheme of T-11M experiment with lithium and graphite rail-
limiters is presented in Fig. 2. FTU scheme with lithium CPS limiter
and Mo bumper limiter is presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows a three-
section FTU limiter after an exposure in plasma. The idea of CDX-U
limiter (Fig. 5) was based on the free surface (lithium mirror) con-
cept. To form fully toroidal liquid lithium limiter (broken electri-
cally into two parts) the liquid lithium mirror was contained in
the stainless steel tray (10 cm wide and 0.64 cm deep) mounted
with resistive heater (Fig. 6). Unfortunately, as we can see from Ta-
ble 1, CDX-U experiments were performed in non typical short
Fig. 3. Scheme of FTU experiment.

Fig. 2. Geometry of Li experiment in T-11 M.



Fig. 4. View of FTU limiters.

Fig. 5. CDX-U scheme [26].

Fig. 6. View of CDX-U ‘try limiter’.
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(20 ms) tokamak regimes yet. They demonstrated all main features
of ‘lithium tokamaks’, but they do not permit to make any predic-
tions of steady state behaviour of liquid lithium limiters mirror
type. On the contrary, the experiments with CPS limiters (T-11M,
FTU) with up to 1 s pulse duration permit to have quasi steady
state tokamak discharges and to make extrapolations up to a stea-
dy state. Our review focuses on the lithium CPS concept.
2.1. Lithium CPS properties

The proposal to use the surface tension forces in capillary chan-
nels for suppression of lithium splashing was made in [7,8]. The
capillary channels from Mo, stainless steel (SS), V or W were man-
ufactured as pressed wire grids. Two photos of typical CPS from
100 lm Mo-grids after plasma exposition with (A) and without
(B) Li filling are presented in Fig. 7. As is seen, the thin lithium film
(�10 lm) coats the solid structure. A self-recovery of the liquid Li
surface by the capillary forces (Li-‘candlewick’ PFC) is an intrinsic
property of such structures.

As it was shown [5], the penetration depth of 600 eV hydrogen
in liquid Li is not more than 1 lm. The experiments with steady
state electron beam [11] showed that the maximum power
load of such CPS in lithium recovery regime can be as high as
20 MW/m2. Thus the solid basis of CPS has a thick shielding from
the plasma bombardment during steady state tokamak operation
with typical tokamak power loads lower than 10 MW/m2.

2.2. Li CPS cooling

The heat removal is a serious problem for all tokamak limiters
and divertors. Relative low lithium thermal conductivity compli-
cated the lithium use as tokamak limiter material. The idea of thin
(d � 1–2 mm) lithium CPS coated layer on the cooled backing [16]
seems to be a solution of CPS heat removal problem in a short pulse
(�1 s) experiment. Thin CPS was successfully tested on T-11M and
FTU. Fig. 8 shows the typical scheme of such limiter. The ends of
thin CPS had a connection with Li reservoir so that it works as a
steady state Li ‘candlewick’ (Fig. 8). The role of the cooled base
(backing) was played (Fig. 8) by a thick (3–7 mm) Mo-tube (heat
accumulator). An auxiliary cooling of Mo-tube should be used in
a steady state experiment (>3 s) for this purpose. Water can be
chosen as a coolant in small and middle scale experiments.

Unfortunately, the water cooling circuit of Li PFC seems to be a
serious problem for large fusion devices due to Li and water incom-
patibility. A double circuit system with an intermediate heat con-
ductor (Fig. 9) may be suggested to solve this problem [17].

As a prospective method of Li PFC cooling in DEMO as it seems
today is the use of low temperature eutectics, for example, Pb + Mg
or Pb + K with melting temperature 245–275 �C. To solve the prob-
lem of liquid metal motion in high magnetic field the long-term
electrical insulation should be developed. The best coolant of Li
CPS is liquid Li.

2.3. Li CPS resistance to disruptions

Resistance of Li CPS to disruption was tested in the special
simulators [11] as well as in tokamak T-11M disruptions. In plas-
ma gun experiments the disruption effects were simulated by a
plasma accelerator with energy load Q = 4–5 MJ/m2 and pulse
duration s = 0.2–0.5 ms. It was shown that a dense plasma layer
of 10–15 mm thickness with ne = 1023 m�3 is formed in front of
the CPS target. The major part of the plasma energy (�97–99%)
was absorbed by this layer and then radiated mainly by UV. This
layer plays the role of a shielding layer [11]. This result was con-
firmed qualitatively in T-11M experiment. The solid basis of CPS
limiter had no damages after more than 2 � 103 of plasma shots
with 5–10% of disruptions. The intensity of iron spectral lines in
Li limiter vicinity was almost zero during disruption. A relatively
small amount of lithium in the simulator experiment was evapo-
rated from the target during test pulses. The main channel of lith-
ium loss was splashing.

The universal method of the suppression of liquid lithium
splashing is a decrease of CPS cells. Fig. 10 shows dependence of
capillary pressure limit on the CPS cells dimensions and lithium



Fig. 7. View of the 100 m (mkm) CPS with (A) and without (B) Li filling (top).

Fig. 8. Cut view of typical T-11 M limiter with Mo heat accumulator (3–7 mm), thin (<1 mm) Li CPS layer, lithium reservoir (black region) and preheater (black points).
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temperature [11]. The exceeding of this limit is the main reason of
lithium splashing during a disruption. Such pressure exceeding can
happen during liquid metal shocks as a result of plasma MHD
instabilities and electrical current J excitation in lithium limiters.
The J � B forces can be the cause of such pressure shocks. The uni-
Fig. 9. The principal scheme of double water cooling circuit of PFC with lithium
CPS.
versal method of their suppression is a break of the electrical cir-
cuits. For example, the electrical connection of half parts of CDX-
U limiter try was the reason of high lithium splashing in early
CDX-U experiments. A similar situation with disruption hallo cur-
rents happened in the first T-11M experiments too. At the initial
stage of FTU and T-10 experiments the main cause of liquid lithium
splashing were the mechanical oscillations of CPS elements during
tokamak operation. This kind of splashing was suppressed by hard
mechanical fastening of the limiter.

Fortunately, the lithium splashing has not drastic consequences
for tokamak plasma performance, as compared, for example, with
liquid Ga splashing [6].

2.4. Lithium radiation

Lithium radiation plays a very important role in the energy bal-
ance of a liquid lithium limiter in steady state and disruptive re-
gimes. Fig. 11 [18] shows the total radiated power per one Li
atom and per one electron, which was calculated as function of
electron temperatures (1 � 1000 eV) and non-stationary parame-
ter nes (ne-electron density in cm�3, s is Li ions confinement time
in plasma column). The calculations were carried out in a coronal



Fig. 11. The Li radiation power per one atom and one electron in coronal
equilibrium (nes =1) and non-equilibrium regimes.

Fig. 12. The ‘ion energy cost’ as function of electron temperature for Li, Be, C [15].

Fig. 13. A principal physical scheme of lithium limiter interaction with tokamak
plasma.

Fig. 10. The capillary pressure as function of CPS cells dimensions and lithium
temperature [11].
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approximation [18]. Index ‘inf’ corresponds to coronal equilibrium
(s �1). In the electron temperatures range of 30–300 eV the level
of non-equilibrium lithium radiation can exceed the coronal limit
by 2–3 orders.

For estimations of SOL cooling effect by lithium ionization and
radiation we can also use the so-called ‘energy cost of atom ioniza-
tion’–a total electron energy losses during transition of one neutral
atom to coronal ionization equilibrium. Fig. 12 shows the ‘energy
costs’ of Li, Be and C ions as the function of electron temperature
[15]. We can see that in the range of Te = 13–30 eV lithium is a
more effective radiator in comparison with beryllium.

3. The liquid lithium compatibility with tokamak plasma

The first test of liquid lithium compatibility with tokamak plas-
ma was performed in tokamak T-11M experiments [9–11,16–24]
and then in CDX-U [12,13,25,26] and FTU [27–29]. The plasma con-
dition in T-11M limiter SOL was similar to one in of tokamak reac-
tor (Te = 20–30 eV, ne � 1019 m�3). The first stage of the test
program (1998–2001) was the demonstration of capillary forces
ability to confine the liquid lithium by porous structure under
the effect of J � B forces during tokamak regular and disruption re-
gimes. The next step of the lithium T-11M program (2002–2005)
was the CPS cooling by new limiter development with a thin lith-
ium CPS coating and Mo heat accumulator, which permitted to de-
crease the lithium temperature and to achieve the thermal quasi
steady state limiter mode [16,18–23]. The most part of power flux
from hot plasma to the wall was smoothed in such tokamak regime
by non-coronal lithium radiation.

3.1. T-11M and FTU experiments

Fig. 13 [15] shows the physical scheme of a limiter test experi-
ment in T-11M and in FTU. The cooled horizontal lithium rod (rail
limiter) coated by Li CPS touches the plasma column (T-11M) or
plasma SOL in the shadow of main Mo-limiter (FTU).

The plasma contact area of the limiter (hot spot) is the main
source of the Li atom influx (Li emitter) into plasma. Sputtered
and evaporated Li atoms are ionised and excited by electron impact
and penetrate as ions (Li+, Li++, Li+++) into SOL and into hot plasma
column. A part of the outward ion flux can go back to the cold ends
of Li rod and is collected there (Li collector). The capillary forces
give this part of lithium back to the hot spot and close the loop
of Li recycling. In T-11M test experiment two methods of the Li
limiter exposure were used: ‘cold’-without preheating with initial
T0lim < Tmelt = 200 �C and ‘hot’–with preheating to the melting tem-
perature and above it (T0lim > 200 �C). In the first case the lithium
flux along the limiter surface from the cold ends to the hot spot
was suppressed, while in the second case it could take place.



Fig. 14. View of rail CPS Li limiter after ‘cold’ plasma exposure.
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Fig. 14 shows a limiter picture after a ‘cold’ exposure. One can see
‘hot spot’ with small gray spots of solid basis (SS) and thick lithium
deposits in the cold ends area. On the contrary, after ‘hot’ exposure
(Fig. 15) the limiter surface seems homogeneous. It can be the evi-
dence of the efficiency of the longitudinal transport of the liquid
lithium from the end areas of CPS to ‘hot spot’ due to capillary
forces.

If the confinement time s of lithium ions before their return to
the limiter or to the vessel wall is lower or comparable with their
transient time to coronal ionization balance, the intensity of total
lithium radiation can surpass the coronal limit (Fig. 11) and can
play the active role of SOL plasma coolant. In this model the main
radiated power flux goes to the broad area of tokamak vessel sur-
face (first wall) and decreases the main limiter (or divertor) heat
load. The movable secondary limiters (C and Mo) in T-11M case
and main Mo-limiter in FTU case (Fig. 13) should work as addi-
tional collectors of lithium ions and as secondary emitters of lith-
ium atoms, which can multiply the lithium radiation due to the
decrease of the lithium confinement time s. In the simplest case
of one Li limiter (T-11M) the vessel wall plays the role of lithium
and hydrogen collector (first wall lithiation in-situ). Lithiation is
used successfully in many tokamak experiments, but we should
have to assume that in the steady state regime the thick lithium
deposit on the vessel wall can be the source of non controlled lith-
ium injection and the ensuing plasma instabilities. This problem
can be solved with the help of Li CPS coating of the whole tokamak
first wall [8], or by using the emitter–collector scheme of Li limit-
ers with a lithium collector (Fig. 1 [24]). Li should circulate in this
scheme between lithium emitter (limiter, divertor plate) and col-
lector (secondary limiter, first wall) delivering the main SOL energy
to the vessel wall by lithium non-coronal radiation. The key prob-
lems of such a concept are:

1. Li limiters (emitter, collector) steady state cooling,
2. intensity of lithium radiation,
3. intensity of lithium erosion,
4. lithium penetration to the plasma center.

These questions were investigated in T-11 M and FTU.

3.2. Lithium radiation in T-11M and FTU

No catastrophic events leading to a spontaneous lithium injec-
tion in MHD stable discharges within the main lithium tempera-
Fig. 15. View of rail CPS Li limiter after ‘hot’ plasma exposure.
ture range (from 20 �C to 600 �C) were observed in T-11M and it
was the most important result of the initial experiments [18].
(The Li-droplets during disruptions were suppressed by a special
construction of limiter ends and by a decrease of hallo currents).

The T-11M operation with thin cooling CPS made possible the
tokamak discharges with an almost constant limiter temperature
and main plasma parameters during equal 50–70 ms (sE � 7 ms).
These discharges seem to be as quasi steady state. The measure-
ments of radiation distribution across plasma column in such dis-
charges (Fig. 16) showed that the main source of plasma radiation
(up to 80 ± 10%) is localized in a rather thin surface layer (<5 cm)
near the plasma boundary. The remaining central radiation corre-
sponded to nLi/nD 6 2% (Zeff � 1.1). In C-limiter shots the high level
of plasma radiation from the center (>50%, Fig. 11) and
Zeff(0) � 1.2–1.4 were measured.

In experiments with preheating Li limiter up to 300 �C the total
plasma radiation flux to the wall increased to 100 kW, which ac-
counts for more than 80% of POH. Simultaneously, the direct plasma
heat flux to the limiter dropped to 5% of POH. That was the example
of limiter screening by lithium radiation. The limiter hot spot sur-
face (Fig. 5) was equal to 30 cm2. That means the Li limiter spread
energy flux like a heat tube with the equivalent thermal load – over
30 MW/m2.

Likewise, radiation redistribution was observed in FTU shots
with high level lithium injection [29]. The scheme of FTU experi-
ment is shown in Fig. 3. The liquid lithium limiter (LLL) was posi-
tioned in the shadow of the main Mo bumper limiter. Visible light
emission observed by Video Camera (VC, Fig. 3) was the indicator
of lithium injection. The intensity of LiIII spectral line was the indi-
cator of lithium contact with Mo bumper limiter. The bolometer
signals B21 and B01 indicated hot plasma radiation. Without lith-
ium both bolometric signals had similar amplitudes (Fig. 17 dotted
line). That corresponded to the symmetrical shape of plasma radi-
ation probably as a result of high Z impurities penetration from the
wall and Mo-limiter to the plasma center. When lithium injection
was increased (by the sinking of LLL into plasma SOL), the lithium
content close to Mo-limiter drastically increased (Fig. 17, increase
of LiIII intensity) and the total plasma radiation lost its initial sym-
metry. The main radiation source shifted, supposedly, to the lower
part of the vacuum vessel, close to LLL. The pictures of visible radi-
ation confirm this assumption (Figs. 18 and 19). The reason of this
transformation can be the suppression of the high Z impurities pro-
duction on Mo-limiter during its shielding by Li.

In both cases-in T-11M and FTU we see a visible transformation
of plasma energy flux to Li–radiation and mitigation of limiter
power loads.

3.3. The Lithium screening

The main surprise of all experiments in the ‘lithium tokamaks’
field was the poor lithium penetration to hot plasma core (lithium
screening) and the decrease of Zeff(0) correctly measured by two
methods – Spitzer electric conductivity and visible bremstrallung.
In some tokamaks Zeff(0) dropped from 2–1.5 to 1 during lithiation
(T-11M, FTU, for example [16,28]) and increased again shot per
shot after its finish. The mechanism of lithium screening is not
completely clear so far.

The reactor heat removal problem will be significantly simpli-
fied by radiation transfer the main energy flux to vessel wall
(Fig. 1), if the lithium screening mechanism will be universal.

3.4. The liquid lithium erosion

The mechanism of liquid lithium erosion is the next key ques-
tion of the lithium limiter concept. The main result of all experi-
ments on lithium erosion by ion beams [29,30] or by tokamak



Fig. 16. The radiation profiles at the moment t = 150 ms for two similar C-limiter and Li limiter in T-11 M shots. Diamond points-C limiter, circle points -Li limiter.

Fig. 17. FTU [29]. Wave forms of plasma current Jp, LiIII intensity and the bolometer signals B21 and B01 (Fig. 3).
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plasma is a visible increase of lithium emission with a rise of liquid
lithium temperature and weak dependence on energy of impinging
ions [18,10,16,23].

Fig. 20 represents the results of lithium influx measurements
(by lithium emission) in three different shots of T-11 M as a func-
tion of limiter surface temperature TL [15] as well as lithium sput-
tering yield [30,31] under ion (D+, Li+) bombardment as a function
of Li target temperature TT. The behaviour of both parameters can
be approximated by the function � exp-Ek/T. The characteristic
lithium sputtering energy ES in temperature interval 200–450 �C
was equal to 0.22 ± 0.02 eV and emission energy EL was equal to
0.2 ± 0.02 eV. The practical equality of these values permits us to
conclude that the erosion of liquid lithium in tokamak limiter con-
dition has the same physical nature as liquid Li erosion under ion
bombardment.

In limiter temperatures interval TL � 500–700 �C EL increased
up to 0.6 eV. This increase can be understood, if one takes in to ac-
count that Li-evaporation energy E0VP in the range of these temper-
atures is equal to 1.5–1.6 eV. Increased lithium evaporation should
increase the total lithium emission as well as visible EL.

One of the results of the beam sputtering experiment can be
particularly important for tokamaks. The main part of sputtered
Li (0.6–0.7) leaves the target as charged particles [30,31]. In the
tokamak magnetic field they must come back to the limiter. This



•

•

Fig. 20. (a)-the light emission of lithium (LiI) in limiter vicinity as function of its
temperature TL,(b) –the yield of Li sputtering by D+ and Li+, as function of Li target
temperature TT [30,31].

Fig. 18. FTU [29]. Visible light emission in regime with ‘small’ level of Li injection.

Fig. 19. FTU [29] Visible light emission in regime with ‘high’ level of Li injection.
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additional back flux of lithium to the limiter can improve the
homogeneity of CPS lithium coating.

The estimation of absolute lithium influx based on experiments
with electrical biasing of limiter [11] showed that for the limiter
temperatures T0 < 500 �C it remains in the range expected for the
sputtering by D+ and Li+ ions with 0.5–1 sputtering yield.

Unfortunately, T-11M and FTU liquid lithium experiments were
performed under short plasma exposure (<1.5 s). Some long-term
liquid lithium erosion mechanisms (blistering, for example) may
be supposed. They should be tested in the course of future steady
state tokamak experiments.

3.5. Deuterium retention and removal

The common feature of all discharges with Li limiters and the
first wall litiation (T-11M [18,11], TFTR [14], CDX-U [12,13], FTU
[27,28], NSTX [25], T-10 [32]) is a very low hydrogen recycling
and the resulting high gas puffing, which is needed to support
the control plasma density. The total amount of deuterium, which
was puffed during T-11M discharge, for example, exceeded the
total amount of deuterium ions in plasma column up to 5�.

The helium retention was found in T-11M experiment as well
[10,11] with a removal of He from the lithium covered vessel wall
during 20–100 s after shots. In order to avoid helium retention it
was enough to heat the T-11M vessel wall to 50–100 �C, as for
deuterium even the possible highest wall temperature 250–
300 �C proved insufficient. However, the Li limiter heating to
450 �C after plasma experiments showed the start of deuterium re-
moval from lithium at temperatures higher than 320 �C. Fig. 21
shows the temperature dynamics of deuterium removal from li-
quid lithium for three known experiments [3–5] in semi-logarith-
mical scale. In temperature interval 300–500 �C we can
approximate its behaviour by � exp-Ek/T again. The characteristic
deuterium removal energy (E0R) is equal to1.1–1.3 eV. It is close to
energy of lithium evaporation – E0VP = 1.5–1.6 eV, but it is very far
from the characteristic energy of lithium hydrides decomposition
( � 2 eV, temperatures higher than 600 �C). Therefore, one can con-
clude that a considerable part of deuterium was not captured by
lithium in the form of hydrides (deuterides), but it was just dis-
solved in lithium and probably removed during its evaporation.
As is shown in Fig. 21 lithium heating up to 450–500 �C seems
to be sufficient to remove all deuterium and perhaps tritium too.
The difference between helium and deuterium removal tempera-
tures can be used for separation of helium and hydrogen isotopes
in DT-reactor.
4. The proposal of liquid lithium experiments in ITER

The tokamak limiter experiments showed a good quality of Li
CPS as PFC. Calculations showed that the lithium radiating layer
thickness �10�1 m, ne = 2 � 1019 m�3, nLi = 1019 m�3 and s = 1 ms
would be enough for the transformation of the ITER total heat out-
flow (100 MW) to Li radiation. It can be supposed that such small s
for ITER plasma boundary can be the result of natural ELM activity,
or of auxiliary magnetic stochastisation, or can be achieved by
installation of special limiters.

Fig. 22 represents the idea of ITER lithium limiter. It can be a
pumped mushroom limiter covered by a thin (<1 cm) Li CPS. The
Li ‘wick’ must connect the ‘hot hat’ of a mushroom limiter
(>550 �C) and its ‘cold’ (<350 �C) lower part like ‘hot spot’ and ‘cold’
limiter ends in Fig. 13. This means that the top part of the limiter
must play the role of the lithium emitter while the lower part –
the role of the collector of lithium and hydrogen isotopes. The ver-
tical temperature gradient of the limiter can be controlled by the
cooling of its top and lower parts. Such a limiter can work as trans-



Fig. 21. The temperature dynamics of deuterium removal from liquid lithium for
three experiments [3–5] in semi-logarithmical scale. Black squares – dynamics of Li
evaporation.

Fig. 22. Suggestion of CPS liquid lithium mushroom limiter with functions of
lithium ‘emitter–collector’ and helium ash separation [15].
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former of ITER SOL power flux to the radiation power: it decreases
the local divertor power load and increases the broad power load
on the tokamak vessel wall. The estimations show that the total
power radiated by one such Li limiter can be more than 20 MW.
The SOL width of such a limiter in approximation of Bohm diffu-
sion must be equal to 10 cm at Te = 20–30 eV.

If the temperature of the lower part of a mushroom limiter is
higher than 100 �C, it must work as a reflector and compressor
for He atoms (ash) – the product of fusion reaction. The pumping
of limiter port allows a removal of a considerable amount of He
ash from the reactor chamber. That can be an example of the use
of absorption properties of lithium for segregation of ash and fuel
in ITER and DEMO.

The main goals of the ITER test must be investigation of:
1. lithium penetration into the plasma center in reactor
conditions,

2. efficiency of the heat flux transformation into radiation,
3. boundary plasma control.

5. Conclusions

1. The surface tension forces in CPS may be successfully used for
solving the problem of liquid lithium splashing during MHD-
events

2. The surface tension forces may ensure the PFC regeneration in
steady state devices.

3. The experiments with hydrogen (deuterium) and helium plas-
mas with Li – CPS limiter can be summarized as follows:
- no serious spontaneous lithium ejection events under a heat

flux to the limiter up to 10–20 MW/m2 and lithium temper-
ature lower than 600 �C were observed;

- a total lithium erosion of Li PFC during the interaction with
tokamak SOL plasma is close to the level predicted by hydro-
gen and lithium ion sputtering;

- the lithium non-coronal radiation protected the limiter from
high power load during quasi steady state (1.5 s) regime and
disruptions;

- in the conventional tokamak regimes the Li ions circulating
in limiter SOL allows the removing of as many as 0.8 POH

power (with 2–3 W/cm2) to the vessel wall by non-coronal
lithium radiation;

- the solid basis of CPS limiter had no damages after more than
2 � 103 plasma shots with 10% of disruptions;

- the temperature of hydrogen isotopes recovery from Li after
hydrogen plasma bombardment is 320–500 �C (for helium
50–100 �C). Therefore, at high PFC temperatures (400–
500 �C) tritium capture can be minimized;

- the separation of helium and hydrogen isotopes is possible in
lithium circuit at lower PFC temperatures.
The lithium ion behaviour in ‘lithium tokamaks’ permits us to
believe in the existence of a lithium screen mechanism. It should
be tested in ITER-like tokamaks and in stellarators too.
4. For successful use of lithium PFC in future steady state tokam-

aks the following should be studided:
- problem of lithium cooling in steady state mode;
- the lithium self-sputtering and lithium sputtering by

hydrogen isotopes during a long-term PFC exposure in
tokamak plasma;

- physical origin of lithium screening effect.

5. The current experiments let one hope that liquid lithium PFC

can be used for steady state tokamak reactor like ITER and
DEMO.

The ITER Li limiter experiment with a combined Li-emitter and
collector which could decrease the local power load to divertor
plate can be suggested today.
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